We study the possibility of simultaneously addressing neutrino phenomenology and the dark matter in the framework of inverse seesaw. The model is the extension of the standard model by the addition of two right handed neutrinos and three sterile fermions which leads to a light sterile state with the mass in the keV range along with three light active neutrino states. The lightest sterile neutrino can account for a feasible dark matter(DM) candidate. We present a S 4 flavor symmetric model which is further augmented by Z 4 × Z 3 symmetry to constrain the Yukawa Lagrangian. The structures of the mass matrices involved in inverse seesaw within the S 4 framework naturally give rise to correct neutrino mass matrix with non-zero reactor mixing angle θ 13 . In this framework, we conduct a detailed numerical analysis both for normal hierarchy as well as inverted hierarchy to obtain dark matter mass and DM-active mixing which are the key factors for considering sterile neutrino as a viable dark matter candidate. We constrain the parameter space of the model from the latest cosmological bounds on the mass of the dark matter and DM-active mixing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery of neutrino oscillations and experimental evidences on neutrino masses and mixing provide reasons to expect physics beyond standard model. Standard model, being the most successful scenario in particle physics, can explain the mass of all the particles except neutrino through the concept of interaction of the particles with Higgs boson. Neutrinos remain massless because of the absence of right handed counter part of it in standard model (SM). The conspicuous discoveries of atmospheric and solar neutrino oscillations by the Super-Kamioka Neutrino Detection Experiment(Super-Kamiokande)[1]and the Sudbury Neutrino Observatory (SNO) [2, 3] , shortly thereafter confirmed by the Kamioka Liquid Scintillator Antineutrino Detector (KamLAND) [4] experiment provided evidence for the neutrino flavor oscillation and massive nature of neutrinos. Some pioneer work on neutrino masses and mixing can be found in [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . In contradiction to the huge achievements in determining the neutrino oscillation parameters in solar, atmospheric, reactor and accelerator neutrino experiments [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , many important issues related to neutrino physics are yet not solved.
Among these open questions, absolute mass scale of the neutrinos, exact nature of it (Majorana or Dirac), hierarchical pattern of the mass spectrum(Normal or Inverted), leptonic CP violation are important. The present status of different neutrino parameters can be found in global fit neutrino oscillation data [16, 17] which is summarised in table III . It is observable from the data that the leptonic mixing are much larger than the mixing in the quark sector which creates another puzzle [18] . All these problems appeal for a coherent and successful framework beyond standard model(BSM).
Although the results of atmospheric, solar and long-baseline experiments are well-fitted within the framework of three neutrino mixing, there are some current experiments like LSND [19] ,MINOS [12] etc which suggest the existence of another fourth massive neutrino,usually called as sterile. LSND observed an excess of (ν e ) in their study of decays of positively charged muons at rest in the process µ + −→ e + + ν e +ν µ while in MiniBooNE with a ν µ (ν µ ) beam having neutrino energy of 600(400) MeV, observed an excess of ν e (ν e ) with a significance of about 4.8 standard deviations [20, 21] . The results informed that muon anti-neutrinos (ν µ ) converts into electron anti-neutrinos (ν e ) over a distance that is too short for conventional neutrino oscillations to occur. They reported that this oscillation could be explained by incorporating at least one additional neutrino. Muon anti neutrinos (ν µ ) could be morphed into a fourth state of neutrino which in turn converted to electron anti neutrinos(ν e ). Again, anomalies in SAGE [22] and GALLEX [23] have given clear evidence to the existence of fourth state of neutrinos. These additional states must relate to right-handed neutrinos (RHN) for which bare mass terms are allowed by all symmetries i.e.
they should not be present in SU (2) L × U (1) Y interactions, hence are sterile [24] . Sterile neutrino as its name indicates is stable and it has only gravitational interactions. It has no charged or neutral current weak interactions except mixing with active neutrinos. Hence, the subsistence of sterile neutrinos can have observable effects in astrophysical environments and in cosmology. A natural way to produce sterile neutrinos is by their admixture to the active neutrino sector [25] . The only way to reveal the existence of sterile neutrinos in terrestrial experiments is through the effects generated by their mixing with the active neutrinos [26] .
The simplest way to incorporate mass to the neutrinos is the addition of right handed (RH) neutrinos to the standard model by hand so that Higgs field can have Yukawa coupling to the neutrinos also. But to explain the smallness of neutrino mass which is in sub-eV range, the Yukawa coupling should be fine tuned to a quite unnatural value around 10 −12 .
Several theoretical frameworks have been proposed in the last few decades to explain tiny neutrino mass. Among all scenarios, a significant cornerstone for the theoretical research on neutrino physics is the formulation of seesaw mechanism, which is classified into different categories like Type I [27, 28] , Type II [29] , Type III [30, 31] and Inverse Seesaw(ISS) [32] [33] [34] [35] . In Type I seesaw, the SM is extended by the addition of SM singlet fermions usually defined as right-handed(RH) neutrinos, that have Yukawa-type interactions with the SM Higgs and left-handed doublets. The light neutrino mass matrix arising from this type of seesaw is of the form
, where M d and M RR are Dirac and Majorana masses respectively. Sub-eV range of neutrino mass is obtained when Majorana mass is in the range of 10 14 GeV. Besides the SM particle content,the type II seesaw introduces an additional SU (2) L triplet scalar field. Inverse seesaw requires the existence of extra singlet fermion to provide rich neutrino phenomenology. In this formalism,the lightest neutrino mass matrix is physics is successful in explaining many unperceived problems in SM as well as some other cosmological problems like baryon asymmetry of the universe(BAU) and particle nature of dark matter (DM) etc. The baryon asymmetry can be generated naturally through the decay of the RH neutrinos that exists in seesaw mechanism which is in consistent with the cosmological observable constrained by Big bang Nucleosynthesis.
Again, another important open question in particle physics as well as cosmology is dark matter(DM) and its properties. Cosmological and astrophysical measurements in different context assure that the present Universe is composed of a mysterious,non-baryonic,nonluminous matter,called dark matter [36, 37] . The evidence comes from the shape of cosmic microwave background(CMB)power spectrum to cluster and galactic rotation curves and gravitational lensing etc [38] [39] [40] . Inspite of these strong evidences for the presence of dark matter(DM), the fundamental nature of dark matter i.e its origin, its constituents and interactions are still unknown. According to the Planck Data , 26.8 % of the energy density in the universe is composed of DM and the present dark matter abundance is reported as [41] :
Searching for the possible connection of this exciting cosmological problem with new physics beyond standard model has been a great challenge to the physics community worldwide. The important criteria to be fulfilled by a particle to be a good DM candidate can be found in [42] . These requirements exclude all the SM particles from being DM candidate. This has motivated the particle physics community to study different possible BSM frameworks which can give rise to the correct DM phenomenology and can also be tested at several different experiments [43] . There are multifarious particles that have been proposed as a remedy to the DM problem. A popular warm dark matter(WDM) candidate is sterile neutrino, a right handed neutrino, singlet under the SM gauge symmetry having tiny mixing with the SM neutrinos leading to a long lifetime [44] . Even in the X-ray band, one of the most studied candidates of dark matter is sterile neutrino [45, 46] , which can radiatively decay into an active neutrino and a monoenergetic photon in the process N −→ ν + γ [47] .
The production of sterile neutrino DM can be naturally achieved in the early universe via a small mixing with active neutrinos [48] . Warm dark matters are composed of particles having velocity dispersion between that of hot DM(HDM) and cold DM(CDM) particles.
The larger free streaming length of WDM, with respect to CDM, reduces the power at small scales, suppressing the formation of small structures [49, 50] . In general, there are no theoretical limits on the number of sterile neutrinos that can exist, on their masses and mixing with the active neutrinos [26] . Sterile neutrinos specially in keV scale can have a prominent role in cosmology. Sterile neutrino is a neutral, massive particle and its lifetime can be very long as explained in [51] . The fact that sterile neutrinos can be produced by their admixture to the active neutrino sector leads to the conclusion that any reaction producing active neutrinos can also produce sterile neutrinos as long as active-sterile mixing angles are non-zero. This could produce enough sterile neutrinos to explain the observed amount of DM [52] . However, to constitute the observed amount of DM, sterile neutrino in keV range has some constraints which can be found in [52] . Cosmology predicts the range of viable dark matter mass as 0.4keV m DM 50keV . The lower limit is set by Tremaine-Gunn bound [53] while a DM candidate loses its stability above 50 keV [54, 55] Considering additional observational constraints on the active sterile mixing, the Doodelson-Widrow(DW) mechanism can account for atmost 50% of the total dark matter density today [56] .
Although the origin of neutrino masses as well as leptonic mixing are not directly related to the fundamental properties of DM, it is highly inspiring to look for a common framework that can explain both the phenomena. Motivated by this, we have done a phenomenological study on the light neutrino mass matrix in the framework of inverse seesaw (2,3)(ISS(2,3)) in which the particle content of SM is extended by two right handed(RH) neutrinos and three extra sterile fermions. The motivation for studying ISS(2,3) is that it is a possible way to accommodate DM candidate within itself and also can yield correct neutrino phenomenology.
Moreover, unlike canonical seesaw models, the inverse seesaw can be a low scale framework where the singlet heavy neutrinos can be at or below the TeV scale without any fine tuning of Yukawa couplings [43] . The symmetry realization of the model is carried out using discrete flavor symmetry S 4 . The model is further augmented by Z 4 and Z 3 group to avoid the unnecessary interactions among the particles. We have constructed the matrices involved in ISS in such a way that the µ − τ symmetry is broken in the resulting light neutrino mass matrix to comply with the experimental evidence of non-zero reactor mixing angle [57] . We have studied the DM phenomenology considering the lightest sterile neutrino involved in ISS mechanism as a potential DM candidate. We have evaluated the model parameters and then feed these parameters to the calculation of DM mass, DM-active mixing, relic density and the decay rate of the lightest sterile neutrino. Our model is in agreement with the limits obtained from cosmology as well as astrophysics.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, we briefly review the inverse seesaw mechanism and inverse seesaw ISS (2,3) framework. In section III, we present the S 4 flavor symmetric model and the construction of different mass matrices in lepton sector. Section IV is the discussion of dark mater production in ISS(2,3) framework. The detailed numerical analysis and the results are discussed in section V. Finally, we conclude in section VI.
II. INVERSE SEESAW FRAMEWORK : ISS(2,3)
As discussed in several earlier works, different seesaw mechanisms have eminent role in generating tiny neutrino masses [27, 29, 30] Lagrangian for the ISS is given as, [34, 58] . The dimension of the mass matrices in the model are
Block diagonalisation of the above mass matrix yields the effective light neutrino mass matrix as:
In general, the inverse seesaw formula for light neutrino mass can generate a very general structure of neutrino mass matrix. Since the leptonic mixing is found to have some specific structure with large mixing angles, one can look for possible flavor symmetry origin of it. In this context, non Abelian discrete flavor symmetries play crucial rule [59] . For the purpose of the present work, we have used ISS(2,3) framework which is the extension of the SM by the addition of two RH neutrinos and three additional sterile fermions. The motivation for using this special type of inverse seesaw is that it can account for the low energy neutrino data and also provides a viable dark matter candidate. In this framework,
matrix,M is a (2 × 3) matrix and µ is (3 × 3). The detailed mechanism for the dark matter production and the generation of light neutrino mass in the framework of ISS(2,3) will be discussed in the later sections. The mass model is realized with the help of S 4 discrete group.
The model is further augmented by Z 4 and Z 3 group to protect the unnecessary terms in the Lagrangian.
III. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL
Symmetries play a crucial role in particle physics. Non-Abelian discrete flavor symmetries have wide applications in particle physics as these are important tools for controlling the flavor structures of the model [60, 61] . Discrete symmetries like A N ,S N ,Z N are widely used in the context of model building in particle physics [62] [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . In the present work, the symmetry realization of the structure of the mass matrices has been carried out using the discrete flavor respectively. The product rules implemented in these representations are given in appendix A . Further Z 4 ×Z 3 symmetry is imposed to get the desired mass matrix and to constrain the non-desired interactions of the particles. The particle content and the charge assignments are detailed in table I, where in addition to the lepton sector and to the SM Higgs, flavons φ, φ ,φ s , χ, χ have been introduced. The Yukawa Lagrangian for the charged leptons and also for the neutrinos can be expressed as:
where,
Λ is the cut-off scale. It is needed to lower the mass dimension to 4. Here, we need extra scalar φ and φ with SM Higgs because S 4 product between a doublet and triplet yields two triplets and H is a S 4 singlet, so we require another triplet scalar so that the total Lagrangian remains singlet under S 4 .
L M L is the Lagrangian for the charged leptons which can be written in terms of dimension five operators as [68] The following flavon alignments allow us to have the desired mass matrix corresponding to the charged lepton sector
The charged lepton mass matrix is then given by,
The Lagrangian L M is given by,
The charge assignments that have been chosen for the new flavon fields χ and χ are shown in table II. The VEV alignments for the flavons which result in desired neutrino mass matrix and leptonic mixing matrix are followed as:
With these flavon alignments different terms in the Lagrangian given by equation (III) can be written as;
The chosen flavon alignments lead to different matrices involved in inverse seesaw formula as follows,
y r v r , p = y s v s . With these notations the mass matrices involved in ISS can be written as,
The elements of the light neutrino mass matrix in the framework of ISS(2,3) arising from the above mentioned mass matrices are given below:
Here, we have used S 4 product rules in formulating the mass matrices that are discussed above. The light neutrino mass matrix obtained here in both the models can give rise to the correct mass squared difference and non-zero the new state to the active neutrinos must be very small to agree with the neutrino oscillation constraints [69] . As a consequence of its weak interactions, the lifetime of the lightest sterile neutrino largely exceeds the lifetime of the Universe.
Depending on the number of fields in the model, a generic ISS realization is characterized by the following mass spectrum [70] 1. Three light active states with masses of the form
2. #ν R pairs of pseudo-Dirac heavy neutrinos with massesO(M ) + O(M d ).
3. #s-#ν R light sterile states (present only if #s >#ν R ) with masses O(µ).
In order to realize the model phenomenologically, after diagonalizing the matrix associated to a given ISS realization, must produce three light active eigenstates with mass differences in agreement with oscillation data and a mixing pattern compatible with the experimental data. In the scenario of ISS if #s >#ν R ,there exists a light sterile state with mass O(µ).
This state has unique feature that if the mass of one sterile neutrino is in the range of several keV and with very small mixing with the active neutrinos, it will provide a particle with the lifetime exceeding the age of the Universe, which can be a WDM candidate [51, 52] .
Again,the most natural approach to produce sterile neutrinos is by their admixture to the active neutrino sector with some non-zero mixing angles. ISS has the advantage that it allows for sizable mixing between the active and the additional sterile states [71, 72] .
For the purpose of the present work, we are interested in ISS(2,3) which is a possible way to accommodate a viable dark matter candidate [70] as discussed above. In this type of seesaw, the particle content in the model is extended by the addition of two RH neutrinos N R and three additional fermionic gauge singlets s. Since this model contains unequal number of N R and s , there exists an extra state which may correspond to DM candidate while the other four particles will combine to form two heavy pseudo-Dirac pair [73] .
The mass matrix in ISS framework with µ M d , M can be block diagonalised into light and heavy sectors as [74] 
where m ν is the famous ISS formula and M H is the mass matrix for the heavy pseudo-Dirac pairs and the extra state. m ν is diagonalised by PMNS U ν to get the light active neutrinos.
While the diagonalisation of M H will give the mass of the other five heavy particles.
The active-sterile mixing in the framework of ISS as explained in [75] is given as,
In the framework of ISS(2,3), M is not a squared matrix rather it is a 2 × 3 matrix. So, M −1 is not well defined. We followed the general version of (14)as proposed by the authors [71] . It follows as,
where d is 2 × 2 dimensional submatrix defined as
Similarly, the active-sterile mixing can be obtained using
Any stable neutrino state with a non-vanishing mixing to the active neutrinos will be produced through active-sterile neutrino conversion and the resulting relic abundance is proportional to the active-sterile mixing and the mass and can be expressed as [76] :
The derivation of the above formula can be found in appendix B . It can be simplified to the following expression,
where sin 2 2θ = 4 | αs | 2 with | αs |is the active-sterile leptonic mixing matrix element and m s represents the mass of the lightest sterile fermion.
The most important criteria for a DM candidate is its stability atleast on cosmological scale. The lightest sterile neutrino is not totally stable and may decay into an active neutrino and a photon γ via the process N −→ ν + γ that leads to a monochromatic X-ray line signal.
However,as discussed in many literature [52] , the decay rate is negligible with respect to the cosmological scale because of the small mixing angle. The decay rate is given as [77] :
As seen from the above equations, the decay rate and as well as the relic abundance depend on mixing and mass of the DM candidate. Hence, the same set of model parameters which are supposed to produce correct neutrino phenomenology can also be used to evaluate the relic abundance and the decay rate of the sterile neutrino.
V. NUMERICAL ANALAYSIS AND RESULTS
As discussed before, the structures of the different matrices m D , M, µ involved in ISS are formed using the discrete flavor symmetry S 4 and we obtain resulting light neutrino mass matrix using (IV) . The light neutrino mass matrix arising from the model is consistent with non-zero θ 13 as S 4 product rules lead to the light neutrino mass matrix in which the µ − τ symmetry is explicitly broken. The neutrino mass matrix contains eight complex model parameters. For the numerical analysis,we have fixed the value of two model parameters.
The remaining six parameters can be evaluated by comparing the neutrino mass matrix arising from the model with the one which is parametrized by the available 3σ global fit data given in table III. This parametric form of light neutrino mass matrix is complex symmetric and so it contains six independent complex elements. Thus we can solve the six model parameters in terms of the known neutrino parameters using (21) . We first randomly generate the nine light neutrino parameters in the 3σ range and then we evaluate the six model parameters. The light neutrino mass matrix can be written as,
where the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) leptonic mixing matrix can be parametrized as [78] 
where c ij = cos θ ij , s ij = sin θ ij and δ is the leptonic Dirac CP phase. The diagonal matrix 
.
It is evident that one of the eigenvalues depends only on the mass matrix µ and hence may be considered as the lightest sterile state as discussed in the previous section. This eigenvalue corresponds to the mass of the Dark Matter m DM . Thus the model parameter p will determine the mass of the DM. The DM-active mixing can be determined using (17) and we plot the mixing as a function of model parameters as well as the DM mass. The mixing can be expressed as a function of the model parameters as sin
Using the same set of model parameters,numerically evaluated for the model, we have also calculated the relic abundance using (19) and plot it as a function of the Dark Matter mass. The decay rates of the sterile DM are obtained using (20) which have been plotted as a function of the Dark Matter mass as it imposes powerful constraint on DM mass. As pointed above, in our study, the model parameter p corresponds to the DM mass. Thus using the same set of model parameters that are used to give correct neutrino phenomenology, we have calculated the DM-Active mixing, decay rate of the lightest sterile neutrino and relic abundance for normal hierarchy(NH) as well as inverted hierarchy(IH).
• We have shown different plots obtained from our numerical analysis carried out for normal hierarchy as well as inverted hierarchy from fig 1 to fig 15. • From the figure it is clear that both the mass and mixing satisfy the cosmological limit.
Our model allows mass of the sterile neutrino DM upto 10 keV in both the hierarchies.
• Fig 2 shows the prediction of decay rate of the lightest sterile neutrino as a function of DM mass for both the mass hierarchies. It is seen that the decay rate is very negligible and in the range 10 −31 to 10 −30 s −1 for NH and in the range 10 −30 for IH. The decay rate imposes influential constraint on DM mass.
• We have shown the relic abundance of the proposed DM candidate as a function of DM mass in fig 3 . The relic abundance shown here indicates the partial contribution of sterile neutrinos to the total DM abundance. As mentioned in many literature, the coventional Dodelson-Widrow(DW) mechanism can only account for atmost 50% of the total DM abundance i.e. if we consider the Planck data, the contribution will be maximum 0.06. Our results comply with that cosmological limit.
• Fig 4, 5 and 6 show the two parameter contour plots with DM mass as contour in NH and Fig 7, 8 and 9 show the two parameter contour plots with DM mass as contour in IH. In our model, we have six model parameters and one of them corresponds to DM mass. Hence, we are left with five model parameters and 10 different combinations of parameters which are shown. It is observed that for both the hierarchies, the model parameters give rise to DM mass within the cosmological limit. The values of the model parameters giving rise to the allowed DM mass are given in table IV.
• Fig 10, 11 and 12 show the two parameter contour plots with DM-active mixing as 
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Searching for the particle nature of dark matter is a challenging issue to the physics community worldwide. Motivated by this, we have conducted our study in the framework of ISS(2,3) which leads to three light active neutrino states, two pseudo-Dirac states and an additional sterile state in keV range which can be considered as a dark matter candidate.
The motivation of the work is to search for a common framework which can simultaneously address the dark matter problem as well as neutrino phenomenology. We have considered the model which is the extension of standard model by discrete flavor symmetry S 4 ×Z 4 ×Z 3 that can simultaneously explain the correct neutrino oscillation data and also provides a good dark matter candidate. The different mass matrices involved in ISS(2,3) are constructed using S 4 product rules which lead to a light neutrino mass matrix m ν which is consistent with the broken µ − τ symmetry.
We have evaluated the model parameters by comparing the light neutrino mass matrix with the one constructed from light neutrino parameters for both the hierarchical pattern of neutrino mass spectrum(NH and IH). After finding the model parameters, we then use the allowed parameters to calculate the mass of the lightest sterile neutrino which is considered as dark matter candidate and also the DM-active mixing. We obtain two parameter contour plots taking dark matter mass and DM-active mixing as contours. It is quite interesting that a wide range of model parameters give dark matter mass and DM-active mixing within the cosmological range for both normal as well as inverted hierarchy. By comparing different plots for different combinations of the model parameters, we have found a common allowed parameter space considering the requirement of satisfying the correct DM mass and mixing within the model framework. Considering the lightest sterile neutrino as dark matter candidate, we have calculated the relic abundance which is consistent with the fact that the conventional DW mechanism of production of sterile neutrinos with the mixing of active neutrinos account for atmost ∼ 50 % of the total DM abundance. We have also verified the stability of the dark matter by calculating the decay rate of the lightest sterile neutrino in the process N −→ ν + γ (N being the sterile neutrino) with same range of allowed parameters. We have obtained a negligible decay rate which ensures the stability of the dark matter candidate atleast in the cosmological scales.
Thus we present a model which offers a well-motivated DM candidate as well as correct neutrino phenomenology. The detailed numerical analysis assures sufficient parameter space satisfying the criteria of a feasible dark matter candidate and a better reach for neutrino sector as well. A wide range of parameter space allowed from the dark matter consideration, has the possibility to be probed at LHC in near future. The keV scale sterile neutrino can play a vital role in successfully achieving low scale leptogenesis, which we leave for our future study. as follows
The tensor products of S 4 that has been used in the present analysis are given below (for more details see [80] ) (
Later on for simplicity, we can replace The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for 2 ⊗ 3 1 , used in our analysis is as follows
Similarly,the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for 3 1 ⊗ 3 1 , used in our analysis can be expressed as, The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients for 3 2 ⊗ 3 2 , used in our analysis is given as, gives the relic density of the species. Solution of Boltzmann equation is important to find the relic abundance of the dark matter candidate. The number density is governed by [81] dn a dt + 3Hn a = C a
where C a is the collision operator representing all interactions present among the particles and H is the Hubble parameter. We consider 2 −→ 2 process in which C a can be written as [82] C ab−→cd = − (2π)
where dπ i represents the phase space and the expression for dπ i obtained as follows,
and, Here,we consider CP or T invariance so that |M ab−→cd | 2 = |M cd−→ab | 2 = |M | 2 and equation (B2) can be read as,
is the collision term in the Boltzmann equation.
We assume chemical potential to be zero Again considering n a = n b we can write,
(B8)
where,the thermally averaged annihilation cross-section is given as,
Thus the relic abundance of a any particle χ is governed by the Boltzmann equation as
To solve it, we replace the variable number density n by Y = 
The relic abundance of a given elementary particle is a measure of the present quantity of that particle remaining from the Big Bang. It can be expressed as [83] ,
where S 0 presents entropy and Y ∞ = Y (x = ∞)is the present value. ρ crit can be obtained from 8ΠGρ crit = 3H 0 2 , H 0 is the Hubble constant. Thus ,solving the equation (B11) for Y (x = ∞), one can get the expression for relic abundance of a species. In case of sterile neutrinos, the relic abundance can be expressed as [76] : 
